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Transformers: Age of Extinction grossed more than $1.1 billion, becoming the 20th highest-grossing film of all
time. The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies grossed more than $956 million, becoming the 36th
highest-grossing film of all time. Big Hero 6 grossed more than $657 million, becoming the highest-grossing
animated film of 2014 and the 21st highest-grossing animated film of all time.
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Dame Emma Thompson DBE (born 15 April 1959) is a British actress, screenwriter, activist, author and
comedienne. One of Britain's most acclaimed actresses, she is known for her portrayals of enigmatic women,
often in period dramas and literary adaptations, and playing matronly characters with a sense of wit.
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Online shopping from a great selection at Books Store. Books Advanced Search New Releases Amazon
Charts Best Sellers & More The New York TimesÂ® Best Sellers Children's Books Textbooks Textbook
Rentals Sell Us Your Books Best Books of the Month Kindle eBooks
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Published on October 10, 2017, A Lot Like Christmas is an "Expanded, Updated Edition of Connie Willis'
Beloved Miracle and Other Christmas Stories" For more details and a table of contents, visit this entry on the
conniewillis.net blog.
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